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DRY-BARREL SPRINKLERS  
 

 

Sprinkler systems use water in pipes to suppress and control fires as they break out, however this 

is difficult in areas where low temperatures can cause a risk of freezing to the water.  This is 

overcome in many situations with the use of Dry Barrel Sprinklers or “Dry Drops”. As well as 

freezers, these are required to be installed in areas which may get temperatures below 5oC as 

freezing of water pipes would create an ice blockage and prevent a sprinkler from operating in a 

fire event. 

Dry Drops work by having a sprinkler head on a sealed pipe with an 

extended tube and spring holding a water valve closed at the other 

end to the heat sensitive element of the sprinkler head, all 

connected to the fire sprinkler water supply at the top. When the 

sprinkler head activates, the orifice drops and lets the internal tube 

lower, releasing the water valve at the top allowing water to flow 

through the barrel and out of the head in a fire. 

These Dry Barrel Sprinklers are factory fitted as a sealed self-

contained unit and are excellent at providing sprinkler coverage in 

cold areas without the need for tail-end air pressure systems with 

automatic compressors, or testing the density of antifreeze systems 

each year at great cost. 

NZS 4541, the sprinkler standard in New Zealand, follows international guidelines in requiring 

these units are replaced every 10 years as per manufacturer requirements. This will include the 

removal of the unit and where necessary, the refitting of a watertight seal on the top of the ceiling 

panel, which prevents condensation forming on the cold pipe and being soaked into the ceiling 

construction. This is especially important in expanded polystyrene sandwich (EPS) panels as the 

core will soak water and become immensely heavy over time, and can eventually cause the celling 

to collapse. 

Where Dry Drops were fitted during the construction of the 

surrounding building fitout, there may not have been an access point 

provided for the cavity above the ceiling, and this may need to be 

provided in addition to our works. Access hatches through EPS 

panels will need to be carefully formed and the core will need to be 

sealed. We recommend this is completed by an accredited EPS 

contractor. 

Our sprinkler service team will arrange the replacement of the Dry 

Barrel Sprinklers in your site and will coordinate with you to ensure 

adequate access is available now, and for future replacements. 

Please feel free to contact our service department at any time if you 

have any questions about your sprinkler system. 
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